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where trigonometric functions are treated as ratios and numerous identities are 
derived. 
Recognizing in addition the clarity and pedagogic simplicity of Euler’s writings, 
Andre Weil observed that current mathematical students would profit more from 
reading Euler than modern textbooks-a view also espoused by Clifford Truesdell. 
This may be true for the most dedicated and able. After finding translations from 
the original Latin into French, German, and Russian and none into English, 
Blanton commenced his work. 
This translation flows smoothly and conveys well the enthusiasm of Euler for 
his subject and his love for, if not addiction to, calculation. Reflecting modern 
usage, Blanton found the plural injinitorum in the title awkward and chose to use 
the singular. He employs standard plural forms for infinite series, infinite products, 
and continued fractions. Keeping in mind the modern definition of rational func- 
tion, Blanton translates Euler’s “rational” functions as “non-irrational” func- 
tions. To avoid the double negative, he might have selected the term quasi- or 
proto-rational. Euler’s extraordinary skill in transforming functions and in mental 
computation is evident from the first pages. His computations often go to 25 
decimal places, while he gives the known value of z to more than 120 places. 
The Zntroductio gives insight into more of Euler’s contributions. The popularity 
of his textbooks helped make his symbolism conventional. While not the first to 
use the symbol 7~ for the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, Euler 
used it extensively in this volume and improved the means for its computation. 
He refers to the earlier Archimedian and Metian ratios. Blanton also employs the 
symbol i for a, which he mistakenly believes was a later invention of Euler. 
Finally, Euler applies his theoretical findings to practical problems. For example, 
he uses natural logarithms to compute how long it will take a human population to 
increase by a factor of ten and of 100 and employs a sequence of fractions to show 
exactly how much more accurate the Gregorian calendar is than the Julian calendar 
over a period of 400 and of 747 years. 
Hennann Weyl1885-1985. Edited by K. Chandrasekharan. Berlin/Heidel- 
berg/New York (Springer-Verlag). 1986. vi + 109 pp. No price given. 
Reviewed by Giinther Frei 
Ddpartement de MathPmatiques, Uniuersitk Lavat, Ste-Foy, 
Qutfbec, Canada, GlK 7P4 
Hermann Weyl was born on 9 November 1885 in Elmshorn (Prussia). After 
studying at the Gymnasium in Altona, he proceeded to the University of Giittingen 
where he subsequently earned his degree in the spring of 1910 for a dissertation 
on singular integral equations, a topic proposed by his adviser, David Hilbert. Two 
years later, Weyl joined the Gdttingen faculty as a Privatdozent, but, following 
the publication of his epoch-making treatise Die Zdee der Riemannschen Fliiche 
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[Weyl 19131, he succeeded C. F. Geiser as a professor at the Eidgenossische 
Technische Hochschule (ETH) in Zurich in 1913. In spite of numerous calls from 
prestigious universities in various countries, Weyl chose to remain in Zurich until 
1930, when he accepted what was surely the most distinguished chair of the day, 
namely, that of his former adviser at Gottingen. Again, he remained but briefly in 
Gottingen, moving to Princeton in 1934. Even from the other side of the Atlantic, 
however, Zurich, the place where he had spent the most important and productive 
period of his career, continued to attract him. On one of his many visits back to 
the city, in fact, Weyl, who had been widowed in 1948, married Ellen Bar, herself 
the widow of the physicist, Richard Bar. Weyl died in Zurich on 8 December, 
1955. 
Because of his special and strong attachment to Zurich, it was quite natural that 
the centenary of Weyl’s birth be celebrated there. Thus, from 24 October through 
7 November, 1985, the ETH Zurich organized and sponsored three lectures de- 
voted to Weyl and his work, nd these lectures were accompanied by two banquets, 
one organized by the ETH H nd the other by the Weyl-Bar family. The book under 
review here reports on all of these various centenary celebrations. 
After opening with an address read by the President of the ETH, Heinrich 
Ursprung, the conference continued with an invited lecture on “Hermann Weyl’s 
Contribution to Physics” given by Chen Ning Yang. Yang begins with a discussion 
of Weyl’s discovery of the regularity in the distribution of the eigenfrequencies of 
a continuous medium, a problem which plays an important role in the theory of 
radiation, Weyl solved this using the method of integral equations developed by 
Hilbert as well as his own method put forth in his doctoral dissertation [Weyl 
19081. From his result it follows, for instance, that the number of sufficiently high 
overtones in a given interval of a radiating body is independent of the shape of the 
boundary of the body and is simply proportional to its volume. Yang also treats 
Weyl’s work on quantum mechanics, which culminated in his fundamental book, 
entitled Gruppentheorie und Quantenmechanik [Weyl 19281. Independently of 
Wiegner, Weyl introduced the concept of parity conservation, that is, of the 
symmetry of physical laws with respect to right and left. This led, together with 
the work of others, to the prediction of the positron and the antiproton (confirmed 
experimentally in 1932 and 1955, respectively). Weyl also predicted the neutrino 
as a consequence of his two-component neutrino theory of 1929. Unfortunately, 
he subsequently rejected the existence of this particle because it did not satisfy 
parity conservation. Only in 1956 did Lee and Yang show that symmetry under 
space reflection is not completely preserved. Most important among Weyl’s contri- 
butions to physics, however, are his work in and his views on gauge theory. This 
was inspired by Einstein’s theory of gravity (1916) as well as Klein’s notion of 
geometry and was fostered by Weyl’s own search for a geometry which would 
embrace both gravity and electromagnetism. To that end, Weyl created the idea 
of a nonintegrable scale factor in addition to the notions of Eichinuarianz (gauge 
invariance) and gauge transformation. As was later shown, Weyl’s theory becomes 
the theory of electromagnetism in quantum mechanics if one replaces the idea of 
a scale factor by that of a phase factor, that is, if one inserts the factor -i. 
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Furthermore, in 1938, Yang discovered that Einstein’s objection to Weyl’s theory 
of 1918 disappears if the phase factor is substituted for the scale factor and that, 
in fact, this substitution gives rise to the effect of Aharonov, Bohm, and Chambers. 
Roger Penrose followed Yang with a lecture on “Hermann Weyl, Space-Time 
and Conformal Geometry,” a talk which dealt less with Weyl than with Penrose’s 
own research on subjects loosely related to Weyl’s work. Under the heading 
“Symmetry and Pattern,” for example, Penrose dwells on the nonsymmetric 
tiling of the plane and space. He then moves on to “Quasicrystals,” “Weyl 
Space-Times,” “Spinors, ” “Conformal Geometry and Conformal Tensors,” 
“Conformal Structure of Space-Times,” and “The Origin of the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics.” These sections deal mostly with global aspects of the universe. 
In treating his last topic, “Objective State-Vector Reduction,” Penrose speculates 
on a hitherto undiscovered theory of quantum gravity. 
Of the greatest interest, however, Armand Borel’s lecture on “Hermann Weyl 
and Lie Groups” gives an excellent historical account of Weyl’s work on Lie 
groups, Lie algebras, and invariant theory. Relative to the first two topics, Bore1 
demonstrates how Weyl, thanks to his preoccupation with establishing relativity 
theory on a sound mathematical basis, came to the study of Lie groups and Lie 
algebras around 1922. Publishing his research in a series of fundamental papers 
beginning in 1924, Weyl himself considered this work his main mathematical 
achievement. Stimulated by work of Elie Cat-tan on continuous groups and of 
Adolf Hurwitz and Issai Schur on the representations of the orthogonal groups, 
it, like his work in quantum mechanics, culminated in the book Gruppentheorie 
und Quantenmechanik [Weyl 19281. Next, Bore1 develops Weyi’s contribution to 
invariant theory and to the representation of classical groups, the latter an area 
Weyl initiated around 1924. Motivated by the work of Cayley, Capelli, and Issai 
Schur, Weyl’s investigations resulted in his groundbreaking book The Classical 
Groups, Their Znvariants and Representations [Weyl 19391. Bore1 further details 
the influence Weyl’s work had on such diverse specialists as Elie Cartan, Harish- 
Chandra, Casimir, Procesi, Michael Artin, Seshadri, and Howe. 
The centenary volume concludes with some “Hermann Weyl Memorabilia,” a 
series of photographs from private collections, and a “Report on the Centenary 
Celebration.” The latter reproduces a speech given by Weyl’s son, Michael, as 
well as remarks by Burckhardt, Kiinzi, Hans Bar, Gotze, and a response by 
Michael Weyl given at the centennial banquet hosted by Ellen Bar-Weyl. The 
volume concludes with a list of Hermann Weyl’s publications containing some 
items not included in the Gesammelte Abhandlungen [Weyl 19681. 
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